Wanderers Office Park, 52 Corlett Drive, Illovo, 2196
P O Box 4522, Johannesburg, 2000

Web:

www.mytransunion.co.za

Call Centre: 0861 482 482

Car Check / Car Value Report
Name :

Tersia van Rooyen

Date Requested :

03-12-2010 14:07

TransUnion Reference No :

19889648

Thank you for your enquiry. The vehicle description you have submitted has been checked
against our records, the result of the search is displayed below. Please check the confirmation
carefully to ensure that you enquired on the correct VIN / Engine number.
To assist you in understanding the report, we have provided explanations within each section.

Should you have any queries please contact TransUnion on 0861 482 482 from Monday to
Friday 08h00 - 17h00 and Saturday 08h00 - 13h00.

Registered with the National Credit Regulator - Reg Number NCRCB4
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SECTION A

- CAR CHECK REPORT

INFORMATION VERIFICATION
This is the information returned by TransUnion's database in response to the vehicle information you supplied. You
will receive one of three results - Match, No Match or Partial Match - against the VIN and Engine details that you
supplied.
TransUnion Reference Number:

19889648

Date and Time of Enquiry:

03-12-2010 14:07

Description

Information Supplied

Information Verified

Manufacturer:

MERCEDES BENZ

MERCEDES BENZ

Model Description:

ML 55 AMG F/L

UNKNOWN MODEL

Vin OR Chassis Number:

WDC1631752A340439

MATCH

Engine Number:

11396530363931

MATCH

Registration Number:

NMM178GP

Colour:

UNKNOWN

TITANITE RED

2002

UNKN

* Year of Manufacture:

* Year of Manufacture - The year of manufacture and the year of first registration normally coincide. If not, the difference is caused by vehicles being
manufactured/imported late in one year but being sold and first registered as new in a later year.

VEHICLE RECORDED
Information Registered by Manufacturer
The Enquiry result gives the overall search result for the vehicle. You will receive one of four possible results:
Vehicle Recorded - Positive match
VIN Match Only - Positive match (full VIN) Engine not matched.
Vehicle Not Recorded - Negative match on both VIN and Engine (We have no record of such a vehicle).
Incomplete - Negative match on VIN, Engine matched. (For negative matches we advise caution and further investigation).

SECTION B - ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGISTERED
This confirms that the information, legal status and origin of the vehicle are accurate. It confirms that this information has in fact
been registered by either the Manufacturer or the Importer.

1. FINANCE
Considering that an estimated 60% of new cars sold every year in South Africa are purchased using some form of finance
agreement, outstanding finance is a major part of the Car Check Report. With over 2.7 million current financial agreements
registered on our database, you need to validate if the vehicle you want to buy is not subject to one of them. If it is subject to
a financial agreement, you need to ensure that arrangements have been made to settle the existing finance.

Finance House

Finance Branch

Account/Agreement Number

Contact Number

THE MOTOR
FINANCE
CORPORATION

2820

POOE JL10102355

0118799000 Extension

History
NOT RECORDED
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2. FINANCE HISTORY
This is a list of finance interest previously recorded on the vehicle, by agreement type, that has been 'settled'. This means
that the finance house in question financed the vehicle from the 'Start Date' but the vehicle is no longer financed by that
particular financial institution. The finance interest came to an end at the stipulated 'End Date'.

NOT RECORDED
3. STOLEN INTEREST
This section confirms whether the vehicle in question is sought by the South African Police Services (SAPS). Considering
that between 3 to 4.5% of all vehicle enquiries display a SAPS interest, it is critical to ensure that the vehicle you are buying
is not subject to any SAPS interest. Should you believe that any SAPS information listed here is incorrect, please obtain a
SAPS clearance on the vehicle prior to purchasing. A SAPS clearance can be obtained at your local SAPS station.
Remember to have the vehicle details (VIN, engine, registration) and your South African ID on hand when requesting a
SAPS clearance.

Pending. Updated Car Check report with stolen interest indicator will only be available after 48 hours.
4. ALERT INTEREST
This confirms that the owner has attached a ‘Security Alert’ to the vehicle. Due to the nature of their everyday use, some
vehicles are prone to higher levels of risk, e.g. fleet cars, demonstration and forecourt models. Others are prone to
abnormal risk, e.g. vehicles in transit as well as vehicles of a high value and demand (exclusive vehicles, trucks with
consumer cargo or utility). A Security Alert status registered on high-risk vehicles acts as a pre-emptive deterrent. All
enquiries made about a particular vehicle will result in the registered owner of the vehicle being advised of the enquirer’s
identity.

NOT RECORDED
5. ACCIDENT REPAIR QUOTE DATA
Accident repair quote data indicates whether the vehicle has had a damage assessment as part of an insurance claim.
Vehicles not subject to an insurance assessment are not reported on by Transunion.

Source

Assessment Date

Assessment Number

Estimated Repair Cost

PAD

2009-03-01

48104446

R 0.00

6. MICRODOT
The Microdot Enhanced Security Application is a vehicle marking system that applies thousands of dots, each the size of a
grain of sand. The dots are invisible to the naked eye and virtually impossible to remove, which makes them an enhanced
vehicle-theft deterrent. If the vehicle you are enquiring upon has a Microdot listing, please use the details listed in the report
to contact the relevant institution and determine the vehicle’s current status.

NOT RECORDED
7. REGISTRATION NUMBER HISTORY
This lists the last three registration numbers received by TransUnion through enquiries previously made on the vehicle.

NOT RECORDED
8. ENQUIRY HISTORY
This lists the last three enquiries made on the vehicle by date to show you how many times the vehicle has been enquired
upon.

Source

Transaction Date

ENQUIRY

2010-12-03

ENQUIRY

2010-12-03

ENQUIRY

2010-12-03

9. MILEAGE HISTORY
This lists the last three recorded kilometer readings (odometer) to show you the vehicles trend. This allows you to
determine if there are any discrepencies in the odometer reading that you may wish to clarify with the vehicle owner. While
there may be a legitimate reason for discrepencies, a lower odometer reading compared to previous odometer readings
could indicate that there has been some interference with the odometer.
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Source

Mileage

Transaction Date

ENQUIRY

1

2010-12-03

ENQUIRY

105000

2010-12-03

ENQUIRY

105000

2010-12-03

SECTION C - CAR VALUE REPORT
1. VEHICLE DETAILS
TransUnion Reference Number:

19889648

Vehicle Make:

MERCEDES-BENZ

Vehicle Model:

VITO / VIANO / ML / GL

Vehicle Derivative:

ML 55 AMG F/L

Year First Registered:

2002

Odometer Reading:

1 kms

2. VEHICLE VALUATION DETAILS
Trade Value (Rand)
From R 182087.36

to R 194093.12

Retail Value (Rand)
From R 203845.46

to R 219525.88

Regional popularity, supply and demand and conditions of use and operation could have a varying effect on the value of the vehicle.
These variations influence the value if you had to trade the vehicle in at a dealership or had to sell it to a private individual.
The values provided by mytransunion.co.za should be seen as a guide to what your vehicle is worth in the market. The values are
not insurance settlement values or replacement prices and should not be treated as such. We recommend that you contact your
vehicle insurer or broker for confirmation of your vehicle's insured value.

To find out more, visit our Learning Centre at www.mytransunion.co.za
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